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Introduction. Various groups of zonal morphological fea-

tures [1] are identified on Mars. Below we outline possible con-
nections between them, and the current zonal climatic trends [2], 
from the Mars Climate Diagrams Database 
(http://planetologia.elte.hu/mcdd/) [3]. We analyzed the current 
annual temperature curve, regarding the possible role of tempera-
ture fluctuation on daily and annual basis.  

Zonal Structures. Permanent polar cap (80-90° latitude): 
the temperature and insolation variations may produce the ob-
served changes today. Seasonal cap (80-50°): changes only in the 
surface ice cover happens. Polar layered terrain (90-70°): accu-
mulated dust plus ice, formed by past climate changes, present 
effects can hardly be estimated. Gullies (30-70): may have 
formed by surface melting of snow packs recently. Polygonal 
patterned ground (60-85°), and few close to the equator): peri-
odic temperature changes produce contraction and expansion, as 
well periodic desiccation and wetting. Fretted terrain (30-50°): 
these structures are too large to be produced by the current cli-
mate. Slope streaks (0-30°): found near the equator where dust 
covers the surface, and the daily temperature fluctuation is the 
highest. Tropical mountain glaciers ( 0-20°): formed by ice ac-
cumulation and creep during high obliquity. 

Current climate characteristics. 0°C is reached every year 
for few sols to several Mars months, depending on latitude, be-
tween 60°N-80°S.. In the S. hemisphere the period of possible  
>0°C lasts less months, but has higher peak temperatures. Freeze-
thaw cylce – depending on brine characteristics – is possible each 
year, and occurs daily: periods of extended subzero temperatures 
last for the winter / continuously dark months but there is no 
longer period of >0°C, and nighttime temperatures can reach 
only -40°C on the warmest summer night in the S. hemisphere or 
during dust storms, when longer periods of stable temperature 
occurs on the surface.  

Discussion. Based on the surface temperature, pressure and 
vapor content changes, most of the above mentioned zonal struc-
tures have probably formed under different climate than today’s. 
Beside the slope streaks and degradation structures of the perma-
nent polar cap surface, small polygons may form actively today. 
The daily temperature variation around the polygonal patterned 
ground is 180-240 K on annual scale, and the same range on 
daily scale, but the later only in summer. The smallest observed 
polygons on MOC and HiRISE images may formed under the 
present climatic conditions. There are substantial differences be-
tween the climate of the two hemispheres of Mars which may 
have effect on the evolution of polygonal ground.  
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